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(54) METHOD, TERMINAL, NETWORK DEVICE AND SYSTEM FOR ACQUIRING QUALITY OF 
EXPERIENCE

(57) The embodiments of the disclosure provide a
method, a terminal, a network device and a system for
acquiring Quality of Experience QoE. The method in-
cludes that: during proceeding of a service, a terminal
periodically measures its own QoE data and reports the
QoE data to a network side according to a QoE meas-
urement and reporting policy issued by the network side.
According to the technical solutions provided in the em-
bodiments of the disclosure, during proceeding of a serv-

ice, the network side can acquire the QoE data of the
terminal timely and accurately, and the acquired QoE
data is closer to the true feeling of a user. Moreover, the
solutions provided in the embodiments of the disclosure
are simple in operation and easy to implement, and can
be implemented on all the terminals in a network, so that
the QoE data acquired by the network side are more com-
prehensive and of more value for analysis.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to Quality of Experience
QoE technology in the field of communications, and in
particular to a method, a terminal, a network device and
a system for acquiring QoE.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In existing technology, a network side, such as
a data exchanger, a mobile data switching device, a wire-
less base station and a wireless base station controller,
will negotiate out the Quality of Service QoS of a data
service according to subscription information of a user
and current network resource conditions when the user
initiates the data service. That is, when the user initiates
the data service, the control policy of the data service is
negotiated out. Here, the QoS includes: a maximum
bandwidth, a minimum bandwidth, a time delay, jitter and
other parameters. Since the QoS guarantee of the entire
Internet Protocol IP network is based on a best effort
mechanism, during a process of service, the actual QoS
of the user would be changed due to the change of user
number and traffic, the movement of a user or the like.
Since the network side cannot obtain the actual QoE of
the user, no further control can be made during a process
of service. The specific analysis is as follows:

QoE is affected by both subjective and objective fac-
tors. The subjective factor includes cost, background
of users and the like, and the objective factor includes
the operating state of terminals and multiple devices
crossing vendors and network elements of a net-
work. Here, the background of users includes edu-
cational backgrounds, consumption capacities, con-
sumption habits and the like of the users.

[0003] At present, the measurement of QoE mainly in-
cludes the following three methods:

1. The method of test terminal. Specifically, a testing
software is installed on a test terminal to subjectively
make a score when a service ends. The defect of
this method lies in that: the number of test terminals
is small, and the QoE and network conditions of all
users cannot be reflected completely. In addition,
this method can only obtain the QoE of all users qual-
itatively, and cannot reflect the QoE of all users ob-
jectively and quantificationally.

2. The method of access network and core network.
Specifically, a Key Performance Indicator KPI of a
network is mapped to the QoE of a user. This method
is easy to implement. However, since the KPI is a
performance indicator of a network element, it is im-
possible to implement simple mathematical mapping

between the KPI and the QoE. Thus, the defect of
this method lies in inaccuracy.

3. The method of service application network ele-
ments. Specifically, KPls and service quality param-
eters such as service success ratio are accurately
measured at a service side. This method is widely
used at present. However, the defect of this method
lies in that an operator cannot obtain most of these
measurement data.

[0004] Besides the above, all three methods described
above perform analysis after the service ends. That is,
the three methods are post-analysis methods. Therefore,
the QoS of the user experiences cannot be acquired ac-
curately and conveniently, so that no application has
been proposed for performing refined management and
control according to the QoE during a process of service.

SUMMARY

[0005] In view of the above, embodiments of the dis-
closure are intended to provide a method, a terminal, a
network device and a system for acquiring QoE, which
can enable a network side to timely and accurately ac-
quire the QoE data of a terminal.
[0006] To this end, the technical solutions of the em-
bodiments of the disclosure are implemented as follows.
[0007] An embodiment of the disclosure provides a
method for acquiring QoE, which includes:

during proceeding of a service, a terminal periodi-
cally measures its own QoE data and reports the
QoE data to a network side according to a QoE
measurement and reporting policy issued by the net-
work side.

[0008] In the solution above, the method may further
include:

when the terminal initiates the service, the network
side issues the QoE measurement and reporting pol-
icy to the terminal.

[0009] In the solution above, before the QoE measure-
ment and reporting policy is issued to the terminal, the
method may further include:

the network side determines the QoE measurement
and reporting policy according to user subscription
data and network policy configuration.

[0010] In the solution above, the operation that the QoE
measurement and reporting policy is issued to the termi-
nal may include:

the QoE measurement and reporting policy is issued
to the terminal by adding a message type or field in
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control plane signalling during a process of access-
ing or activating the service; or,

the QoE measurement and reporting policy is issued
to the terminal by way of exchanging media plane
messages with the terminal after bearer is estab-
lished between the terminal and the network side.

[0011] In the solution above, before the QoE data are
reported to the network side, the method may further in-
clude:

the terminal encapsulates the measured QoE data.

[0012] In the solution above, the operation that the QoE
data are reported to the network side may include:

the QoE data are reported to the network side to-
gether with a media plane message.

[0013] In the solution above, the method may further
include:

the network side analyzes the reported QoE data,
and performs policy control.

[0014] In the solution above, the operation that the pol-
icy control is executed may include:

the network side performs policy control according
to the user subscription data, the network policy con-
figuration and the analysis result stored in the net-
work side.

[0015] An embodiment of the disclosure also provides
a system for acquiring QoE, which includes a terminal
and a network side, wherein
the terminal is configured to, during proceeding of a serv-
ice, periodically measure its own QoE data and report
the QoE data to the network side according to a QoE
measurement and reporting policy issued by the network
side; and
the network side is configured to issue the QoE meas-
urement and reporting policy to the terminal and receive
the QoE data reported from the terminal.
[0016] In the solution above, the network side may be
further configured to, before issuing the QoE measure-
ment and reporting policy to the terminal, determine the
QoE measurement and reporting policy according to user
subscription data and network policy configuration.
[0017] In the solution above, the terminal may be fur-
ther configured to, before reporting the QoE data to the
network side, encapsulate the measured QoE data.
[0018] In the solution above, the network side may be
further configured to analyze the received QoE data and
perform policy control.
[0019] An embodiment of the disclosure also provides
a terminal, which includes a measurement module and

a reporting module, wherein
the measurement module is configured to, during pro-
ceeding of a service, measure its own QoE data accord-
ing to a QoE measurement and reporting policy issued
by the network side; and
the reporting module is configured to report the measured
QoE data to the network side.
[0020] An embodiment of the disclosure also provides
a network device, which includes a policy determination
module and an issuing module, wherein
the policy determination module is configured to deter-
mine a QoE measurement and reporting policy, accord-
ing to user subscription data and network policy config-
uration; and
the issuing module is configured to issue the QoE meas-
urement and reporting policy to the terminal.
[0021] In the solution above, the network device may
further include:

an analysis module configured to analyze the re-
ceived QoE data; and/or

an execution module, which is configured to perform
policy control according to the user subscription da-
ta, the network policy configuration and the analysis
result stored in the execution module.

[0022] With the method and the system for acquiring
QoE provided in the embodiments of the disclosure, dur-
ing proceeding of a service, a terminal periodically meas-
ures its own QoE data and reports the QoE data to the
network side according to a QoE measurement and re-
porting policy issued by the network side. In this way,
during proceeding of a service, the network side can ac-
quire the QoE data of the terminal timely and accurately,
and the acquired QoE data is closer to the true feeling
of a user. Moreover, the solutions provided in the em-
bodiments of the disclosure are simple in operation and
easy to implement, and can be implemented on all the
terminals in a network, such that the QoE data acquired
by the network side are more comprehensive and of more
value for analysis.
[0023] In addition, the network side analyzes the re-
ceived QoE data and performs policy control. Refined
resource allocations can be performed on network de-
vices by taking the QoE as the basis of the network side
for executing policy control, and thus can implement real-
time refined management and control.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024]

Fig. 1 shows a flowchart of a method for acquiring
QoE according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of a method for implement-
ing policy control according to an embodiment of the
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disclosure; and

Fig. 3 shows a structure diagram of a system for
acquiring QoE according to an embodiment of the
disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] The disclosure is further elaborated below in
combination with the accompanying drawings and spe-
cific embodiments.
[0026] The basic idea of an embodiment of the disclo-
sure is that: during proceeding of a service, a terminal
periodically measures its own QoE data and reports the
QoE data to the network side according to a QoE meas-
urement and reporting policy issued by the network side.
[0027] A method for acquiring QoE in an embodiment
of the disclosure, as shown in Fig. 1, includes the follow-
ing steps:

Step 100: When a terminal initiates a service, a net-
work side issues a QoE measurement and reporting
policy to the terminal.

[0028] Here, the point-in-time the network side issues
the QoE measurement and reporting policy to the termi-
nal may specifically be during a process of accessing a
service or during a process of activating a service. During
the process of an actual application, the specific point-
in-time the network side issues the QoE measurement
and reporting policy to the terminal may be set as needed.
[0029] The process that the QoE measurement and
reporting policy is issued to the terminal specifically in-
clude that:

the QoE measurement and reporting policy is issued
to the terminal by adding a message type or field in
control plane signalling during the process of access-
ing or activating the service; or,

the QoE measurement and reporting policy is issued
to the terminal by way of exchanging media plane
messages with the terminal after bearer is estab-
lished between the terminal and the network side.

[0030] Since applying control signalling interaction is
of high efficiency and enables the terminal to earlier ac-
quire the QoE measurement and reporting policy, during
an actual application it is preferred to issue the QoE
measurement and reporting policy to the terminal by add-
ing a message type or field in control plane signalling
during a process of accessing or activating a service.
Here, the specific process of issuing the QoE measure-
ment and reporting policy to the terminal by adding a
message type or field in control plane signalling during
the process of accessing or activating a service and the
specific process of issuing the QoE measurement and
reporting policy to the terminal by way of media message

interaction after bearer is established between the termi-
nal and the network side belong to commonly-used tech-
nical means for those skilled in the art.
[0031] Before the QoE measurement and reporting
policy is issued to the terminal, the method may further
include:

the network side determines, according to user sub-
scription data and network policy configuration, the
QoE measurement and reporting policy.

[0032] The network side has stored the user subscrip-
tion data and the network policy configuration in advance.
The QoE measurement and reporting policy may specif-
ically include: whether QoE measurement is performed
on this service, whether QoE data are reported, a meas-
urement frequency, a reporting frequency and a meas-
urement type. Here, the measurement frequency is used
to indicate a period length the terminal measures data
relevant to the QoE data, the reporting frequency is used
to indicate a period length the terminal reports the QoE
data, and the measurement type may include collection
of subjective data and/or measurement of objective serv-
ice data. Here, the subjective data may specifically be a
score made subjectively by a user after this service is
completed, and the objective service data may specifi-
cally include relevant data for bearing QoS, and/or rele-
vant data of service quality. Here, the relevant data for
bearing QoS may include: a rate, a time delay and jitter
measured according to the measurement frequency in
the issued QoE measurement and reporting policy, indi-
cators such as an average rate, a maximum rate and a
minimum rate of this measurement period, and indicators
such as a measured radio error rate, uplink/downlink in-
terference, a handover/call drop rate and a success rate,
and the relevant data of service quality may include cor-
responding service indicators measured according to a
service flow, for example, a Mean Opinion Score MOS
measured for the Voice over Internet Protocol VoIP serv-
ice; a video MOS, a video-on-demand rate and a voice-
video synchronization rate measured for a video service;
and a page opening speed measured for a Hyper Text
Transfer Protocol HTTP browsing service. For different
services, corresponding service indicators have different
contents.
[0033] Step 101: During proceeding of the service, the
terminal periodically measures its own QoE data and re-
ports the QoE data to the network side according to the
QoE measurement and reporting policy issued by the
network side.
[0034] Before the QoE data are reported to the network
side, the method may further include:

the terminal encapsulates the measured QoE data.
Here, a specific process of packaging may adopt ex-
isting technology. During an actual application, the
terminal may encapsulate the measured QoE data
into a special message in an IP packet.
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[0035] The process that the QoE data are reported to
the network side specifically includes:

the QoE data are reported to the network side to-
gether with a media plane message. For example,
according to a User Datagram Protocol UDP, a mes-
sage is defined for the QoE data, and is reported to
the network side together with a media plane mes-
sage.

[0036] The method may further include:

the network side analyzes the received QoE data,
and performs policy control.

[0037] Here, the analysis of the received QoE data may
specifically include: QoE analysis, network quality anal-
ysis, user complaint analysis, and optimization of net-
work.
[0038] The process that the policy control is executed
specifically includes:

the network side performs policy control according
to the user subscription data stored in the network
side, the network policy configuration and the anal-
ysis result. Here, a specific process of executing pol-
icy control is not limited. The executing policy control
may specifically include: raising or lowering the us-
er’s QoS grade, gate control, charging control, web
page redirection and other operations, admission
control and congestion control of an access system,
and load control, packet scheduling, load balancing,
power control and rate adjustment of a network. At
present, the policy control not only includes QoE, but
also includes adjustment and control of network re-
sources.

[0039] Here, it should be noted that, with the solution
provided in the embodiment of the disclosure, it is only
needed to add a corresponding function to a software,
without modifying a hardware module of the original ter-
minal or a corresponding device at the network side.
[0040] The disclosure is further elaborated below in
combination with embodiments.
[0041] In the embodiment, the network side includes:
an access subsystem, a switching subsystem, an anal-
ysis subsystem and a policy subsystem. The access sub-
system may include a wireless access subsystem, a
wired access subsystem and bearer subsystem, and
specifically may be a base station, a base station con-
troller, or a Passive Optical Network PON and the like.
The switching subsystem may include a mobile switching
device and a fixed bandwidth switching device, such as
a Gateway General Packet Radio Service GPRS Support
Node GGSN, a Servicing GPRS Support Node SGSN,
a Mobility Management Entity MME, a Serving Gateway
SGW, a Packet Data Network Gateway PGW. The anal-
ysis subsystem may be deployed independently, or may

also be embedded into the access subsystem or the
switching subsystem. The policy subsystem may be de-
ployed independently, or may also be embedded into the
access subsystem or the switching subsystem as a policy
module. Here, when the policy system is deployed inde-
pendently, the policy system includes: a Policy and
Charging Rules Function PCRF, a Subscriber Profile Re-
pository SPR and other devices. A method for implement-
ing policy control in an embodiment of the disclosure, as
shown in Fig. 2, includes the following steps:

Step 201: After a terminal accesses a wideband data
network, the terminal initiates a service and imple-
ments a process of accessing a service or activating
a service.

Step 202: During the process of accessing the serv-
ice or activating the service, a policy subsystem de-
termines a QoE measurement and reporting policy
according to user subscription data and network pol-
icy configuration.

[0042] Here, the QoE measurement and reporting pol-
icy may specifically include: whether QoE measurement
is performed on this service, whether QoE data are re-
ported, a measurement frequency, a reporting frequency
and a measurement type. Here, the measurement fre-
quency is used to indicate a period length the terminal
measures data relevant to the QoE data, the reporting
frequency is used to indicate a period length the terminal
reports the QoE data, and the measurement type may
include collection of subjective data and/or measurement
of objective service data.
[0043] Step 203: The policy subsystem issues the QoE
measurement and reporting policy to the terminal.
[0044] Here, the issuing way may include several
ways, which may specifically include:

the QoE measurement and reporting policy is issued
to the terminal by adding a message type or field in
control plane signalling during the process of access-
ing or activating the service; or,

the QoE measurement and reporting policy is issued
to the terminal by way of exchanging media plane
messages with the terminal after bearer is estab-
lished between the terminal and the network side.

[0045] During an actual application, it is preferred to
issue the QoE measurement and reporting policy to the
terminal by adding a message type or field in control
plane signalling during the process of accessing the serv-
ice or activating the service.
[0046] Step 204: During proceeding of the service, the
terminal periodically measures its own QoE data accord-
ing to the QoE measurement and reporting policy issued
by the network side.
[0047] Specifically, the terminal periodically measures
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its own QoE data according to the measurement frequen-
cy in the QoE measurement and reporting policy issued
by the network side.
[0048] During measurement, the content of measure-
ment includes: measurement of relevant data bearing
QoS, measurement of relevant data of service quality,
and collection of subjective perception. The subjective
perception may be referred to as subjective data.
[0049] The measurement of relevant data bearing QoS
includes: a rate, a time delay and jitter measured accord-
ing to the measurement frequency in the issued QoE
measurement and reporting policy, and indicators such
as an average rate, a maximum rate and a minimum rate
of this measurement period, and indicators such as a
measured radio error rate, uplink/downlink interference,
a handover/call drop rate and a success rate.
[0050] The relevant data of service quality may include
corresponding service indicators measured according to
a service flow, for example, a voice MOS measured for
a VoIP service; a video MOS, a video-on-demand rate
and a voice-video synchronization rate measured for a
video service; and a page opening speed measured for
an HTTP browsing service. For different services, corre-
sponding service indicators have different contents.
[0051] For the collection of subjective perception, a
man-machine conversation may be provided to prompt
the user to subjectively make a score when a service is
completed, thereby collecting subjective perception.
[0052] Step 205: The terminal periodically encapsu-
lates the measured QoE data and reports the encapsu-
lated QoE data to the network side, according to the re-
porting frequency in the QoE measurement and reporting
policy issued by the network side.
[0053] Specifically, a message may be defined for the
QoE data according to the UDP, and may be reported to
the network side together with a media plane message.
[0054] When the media message passes through the
access subsystem and the switching subsystem, the ac-
cess subsystem and the switching subsystem parse the
QoE data from the media message. Specifically, the QoE
data may be detected through a special port of UDP or
a characteristic field in the message, thereby parsing the
QoE data. After the QoE data are parsed, if policy control
is needed, the access subsystem and the switching sub-
system execute the policy control on the QoE data. If no
policy control is needed, the access subsystem and the
switching subsystem transparently issue the parsed QoE
data to a corresponding subsequent device. Specifically,
if the access subsystem does not need to perform policy
control, the access subsystem transparently issues the
parsed QoE data to the switching subsystem. After re-
ceiving the QoE data, if the switching subsystem does
not need to perform policy control, the switching subsys-
tem transparently issue the received QoE data to the
analysis subsystem. Here, if the access subsystem and
the switching subsystem have configured relevant policy
control in advance, they need to perform policy control
after acquiring the QoE data. If the access subsystem

and the switching subsystem have not configured rele-
vant policy control in advance, they do not need to per-
form policy control after acquiring the QoE data.
[0055] Step 206: After receiving the QoE data, the
analysis subsystem at the network side analyzes the QoE
data and notifies the analysis result to the policy control
subsystem.
[0056] Here, while analysis is conducted, multi-dimen-
sional analysis is conducted, which may specifically in-
clude: QoE analysis, network quality analysis, user com-
plaint processing, and optimization of network regula-
tions.
[0057] Step 207: The policy control subsystem at the
network side formulates a corresponding control policy
according to the user subscription data stored in the pol-
icy control subsystem, the network policy configuration
and the analysis result, and issues the control policy to
a corresponding executing system.
[0058] Here, the executing system may specifically be
the access subsystem and/or the switching subsystem.
[0059] Step 208: The executing system performs pol-
icy control according to the control policy to form closed-
loop control.
[0060] Here, the executing policy control may specifi-
cally include: raising or lowering the user’s QoS grade,
gate control, charging control, web page redirection and
other operations, admission control and congestion con-
trol of the access subsystem, and load control, packet
scheduling, load balancing, power control, rate adjust-
ment of a network. At present, the policy control not only
includes QoE, but also includes adjustment and control
of network resources.
[0061] The specific implementation process of the step
is not the concern of the embodiment of the disclosure,
and no further description is needed here.
[0062] In order to implement the above method, an em-
bodiment of the disclosure also provides a system for
acquiring QoE. As shown in Fig. 3, the system includes:
a terminal 31 and a network side 32, wherein
the terminal 31 is configured to, during proceeding of a
service, periodically measure its own QoE data and re-
port the QoE data to the network side 32 according to a
QoE measurement and reporting policy issued by the
network side 32; and
the network side 32 is configured to issue the QoE meas-
urement and reporting policy to the terminal 31 and re-
ceive the QoE data reported from the terminal 31.
[0063] The network side 32 is further configured to,
before issuing the QoE measurement and reporting pol-
icy to the terminal 31, determine the QoE measurement
and reporting policy according to user subscription data
and network policy configuration.
[0064] The terminal 31 is further configured to, before
reporting the QoE data to the network side 32, encapsu-
late the measured QoE data.
[0065] The network side 32 is further configured to an-
alyze the received QoE data and perform policy control.
[0066] An embodiment of the disclosure also provides
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a terminal, which includes: a measurement module and
a reporting module, wherein
the measurement module is configured to, during pro-
ceeding of a service, measure its own QoE data accord-
ing to a QoE measurement and reporting policy issued
by the network side; and
the reporting module is configured to report the measured
QoE data to the network side.
[0067] An embodiment of the disclosure also provides
a network device, which includes: a policy determination
module and an issuing module, wherein
the policy determination module is configured to deter-
mine a QoE measurement and reporting policy according
to user subscription data and network policy configura-
tion; and
the issuing module is configured to issue the QoE meas-
urement and reporting policy to the terminal.
[0068] The policy determination module may be locat-
ed at a policy subsystem, and the issuing module may
be located at an access subsystem and/or a switching
subsystem.
[0069] The network device further includes:

an analysis module configured to analyze the re-
ceived QoE data; and/or
an execution module configured to perform policy
control according to the user subscription data, the
network policy configuration and the analysis result
stored in the execution module.

[0070] The analysis module may be located at an anal-
ysis subsystem, and the execution module may be locat-
ed at the access subsystem and/or the switching sub-
system.
[0071] Here, it should be noted that the terminal and
the network side in the system in the embodiments of the
disclosure and the respective specific processing proc-
esses thereof have been described hereinbefore, which
is not repeated here.
[0072] The above are only the preferred embodiments
of the disclosure, and are not intended to limit the scope
of protection of the claims of the disclosure.

Claims

1. A method for acquiring Quality of Experience, QoE,
characterized in that, the method comprises:

during proceeding of a service, periodically
measuring, by a terminal, its own QoE data and
reporting the QoE data to a network side accord-
ing to a QoE measurement and reporting policy
issued by the network side.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

when the terminal initiates the service, issuing,

by the network side, the QoE measurement and
reporting policy to the terminal.

3. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
before the QoE measurement and reporting policy
is issued to the terminal,
determining, by the network side, the QoE measure-
ment and reporting policy according to user subscrip-
tion data and network policy configuration.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the issuing
the QoE measurement and reporting policy to the
terminal comprises:

issuing the QoE measurement and reporting
policy to the terminal by adding a message type
or field in control plane signalling during a proc-
ess of accessing or activating the service; or,
issuing the QoE measurement and reporting
policy to the terminal by exchanging media plane
messages with the terminal, after bearer is es-
tablished between the terminal and the network
side.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4,
further comprising: before the QoE data are reported
to the network side,
encapsulating, by the terminal, the measured QoE
data.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the re-
porting the QoE data to the network side comprises:

reporting the QoE data to the network side to-
gether with a media plane message.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4,
further comprising:

analyzing, by the network side, the reported QoE
data, and performing policy control.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the per-
forming policy control comprises:

performing, by the network side, policy control
according to the user subscription data, the net-
work policy configuration and the analysis result
stored in the network side.

9. A system for acquiring Quality of Experience, QoE,
characterized in that, the system comprises: a ter-
minal and a network side, wherein
the terminal is configured to, during proceeding of a
service, periodically measure its own QoE data and
report the QoE data to the network side according
to a QoE measurement and reporting policy issued
by the network side; and
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the network side is configured to issue the QoE
measurement and reporting policy to the terminal
and receive the QoE data reported from the terminal.

10. The system according to claim 9, wherein the net-
work side is further configured to, before issuing the
QoE measurement and reporting policy to the termi-
nal, determine the QoE measurement and reporting
policy according to user subscription data and net-
work policy configuration.

11. The system according to claim 9 or 10, wherein the
terminal is further configured to, before reporting the
QoE data to the network side, encapsulate the meas-
ured QoE data.

12. The system according to claim 9 or 10, wherein the
network side is further configured to analyze the re-
ceived QoE data and perform policy control.

13. A terminal, characterized in that, the terminal com-
prises: a measurement module and a reporting mod-
ule, wherein
the measurement module is configured to, during
proceeding of a service, measure its own Quality of
Experience QoE data according to a QoE measure-
ment and reporting policy issued by the network side;
and
the reporting module is configured to report the
measured QoE data to the network side.

14. A network device, characterized in that, the net-
work device comprises: a policy determination mod-
ule and an issuing module, wherein
the policy determination module is configured to de-
termine a Quality of Experience QoE measurement
and reporting policy, according to user subscription
data and network policy configuration; and
the issuing module is configured to issue the QoE
measurement and reporting policy to the terminal.

15. The network device according to claim 14, further
comprising:

an analysis module configured to analyze the
received QoE data; and/or
an execution module configured to perform pol-
icy control according to the user subscription da-
ta, the network policy configuration and the anal-
ysis result stored in the execution module.
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